Wahl’s ‘5 in 1’ style blade sets give you blade sizes #9, #10, #15, #30 & #40 all in one blade. Easily adjust to the desired cut length and enjoy easier and more convenient clipping.

The Wahl ‘5 in 1’ blades have unsurpassed cutting ability for faster feeding and glide through cutting, ideal for all coat types.

Superior tooth geometry and blade technology stay cool while in use, eliminating the risk of overheated blades.

In addition, the ‘5 in 1’ blade sets work perfectly with Wahl ‘5 in 1’ Stainless Steel attachment guide combs, providing longer lengths for a smooth finish.

Fits Wahl Arco®, Bravura®, Chromado™, Figura® and Motion style clippers.

Features & Benefits:
• Glide-through cutting and faster feeding for all coat types
• Easy to detach and adjust from sizes #9, #10, #15, #30 & #40
• ALWAYS a cool running blade set
• Perfect for pads, paws, face, ears and all finish work

Ideal For:
• Feet, face and all finish work on all dog breeds
• Full body clipping on small and medium sized dogs
• Cat grooming
• Bridle path, ears, muzzle and fetlocks on horses
• Trimming and show cuts for goats, pigs and cattle
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‘5 in 1’ Fine Blade
(2179-301)
5 adjustable sizes of
#9, #10, #15, #30 & #40

‘5 in 1’ Fine Blade
(2179-401)
5 adjustable sizes of
#9, #10, #15, #30 & #40

‘5 in 1’ Pro Blade
(41884-7190)
5 adjustable sizes of
#9, #10, #15, #30 & #40
*Dirt shield on back for easier
cleaning and maintenance
*Stronger adjustable tab for less
breakage and optimal blade usage

‘5 in 1’ Diamond Blade
(41854-7526)
5 adjustable sizes of
#9, #10, #15, #30 & #40
*DLC coating provides faster
feeding and 40 X’s more durability
*Increased service life
and less maintenance

KIT CONTENTS

Model # 2179-301
UPC 0 43917 21791 8
SCC 0 43917 21791 5
Pack Style Hang Tab Card
Case Pack 12
Manufactured Germany

Model # 41884-7190
UPC 0 43917 41886 5
SCC 0 43917 41886 2
Pack Style Hang Tab Card
Case Pack 12
Manufactured Germany

Model # 2179-401
UPC 0 43917 21794 9
SCC 0 43917 21794 6
Pack Style Hang Tab Card
Case Pack 12
Manufactured Germany

Model # 41854-7526
UPC 0 43917 41857 5
SCC 0 43917 41857 2
Pack Style Hang Tab Card
Case Pack 12
Manufactured Germany

Weight (oz. / lbs.)

Unit 0.069 oz.
Pack 0.17 lbs.
Case 2.04 lbs.

Size (H x W x D) inches

Unit 1.25” x 1.5” x 0.5”
Pack 5.13” x 2.88” x 0.75”
Case 3.38” x 7.88” x 4.38”

Pallet

Quantity 1,152 pcs.
Cases Per Layer 48
Layers Per Skid 2
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